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Editorial

Welcome to the
March 2021 edition
of Liverpool Law

liverpool law society
Magazine is produced by
and for liverpool law
society Members. This is
our opportunity to share
our news, events and
celebrations with our
friends in the legal
community.
all members' contributions
to liverpool law are
warmly welcomed. Please
send your article (and photo
captions where possible) or
request for further
information, or assistance to
the editor at
editor@liverpoollawsociety.
org.uk
Photographs should be
provided in the highest
resolution possible to
ensure a good reproduction.
Photographs must not be
subject to copyright.
The views and opinions
expressed in liverpool law
are those of the individual
contributed and not those
of the liverpool law
society.

Jennifer Powell
editor@liverpoollawsociety.org.uk
The end is in sight!!! i know the road map is
conditional and we need to proceed with
caution but the sun is finally shining and we
have at least an idea of when we can start
moving forward.
The schools re-open from 8 March, which
should hopefully give some well needed relief
to parents, and businesses have an idea of
when they can re-open and allow us back in. i
don’t know about you but i am loving seeing
events being advertised and pencilling things
back into my social diary with friends. i love
my husband and daughter dearly but i can’t
wait to see some different faces and i think
they feel the same!
This has been tough, there are no two ways
about it, but we have made it through and we
need to stay positive on this last leg of the
course.

Published by
Baskerville Publications
apt 327 Holden Mill
Blackburn Road
Bolton
Bl1 7Pn
email:
j.baskerville@jbaskerville.co.uk

This month we can see how the BiD company
are working hard with our local businesses to
get things back on track once re-opened with
nominated leads for each sector. Our MJlD
committee are even hopeful their ball can go
ahead in the flesh in July- wouldn’t that be
amazing. Time to get out of our comfies and
get glammed up- roll on 12 april when the
hairdressers are back in action i say!
Morecrofts are also developing a green team to
see how we can be kind to our environment.
Pre COViD this was a focus but i think we
have all gained a new appreciation for nature
since a daily walk to the park has been the
highlight of our day. i wish the team all the
best of luck and look forward to seeing what
innovative ideas they come up with.
as always we welcome your contributions to
the magazine, it is your articles that fill the
pages. all members are invited to contribute, if
you need some help or guidance with this
please do not hesitate to get in touch.

The change in weather makes things feel
more optimistic. it was hard keeping up moral
when we were also getting miserable weather,
no one wanted to venture outside in the cold
Jennifer Powell
and rain. But now nature is telling us it is a
Editor
new season and with it comes bright, colourful editor@liverpoollawsociety.org.uk
and warm change, evident by our beautiful
front page.

DIARY DATES

For further information on any of these events,
please view our website or contact the Society.

Due to the coronavirus the following forthcoming meetings and events will be online to maintain safe
distancing:

Editorial
Committee Dates
All meetings start at 1pm

09/03/2021 12:30
11/03/2021 16:30
15/03/2021 12:30
16/03/2021 11:00
18/03/2021 13:00
19/03/2021 13:00
24/03/2021 13:00
25/03/2021 13:00
25/03/2021 16:00
01/04/2021 13:00
06/04/2021 13:00
13/04/2021 12:30

General Committee 2020-2021
Liverpool Civil Court Update by HHJ Wood QC
Finance & Policy Sub-Committee 2020-2021
Editorial Sub-Committee 2020-2021
Future Planning Sub-Committee 2020-2021
Directors meeting with MPs, Lords and PCC
EDI Sub-Committee 2020-2021
Civil Litigation Sub-Committee 2020-2021
Criminal Practice Sub-Committee 2020-2021
Access to Justice Sub-Committee 2020-2021
Editorial Sub-Committee 2020-2021
General Committee 2020-2021

Tue 16/03/2021
Tue 06/04/2021
Tue 18/05/2021
Tue 15/06/2021
Tue 20/07/2021
Tue 17/08/2021
Tue 15/09/2021
Tue 19/10/2021
Tue 16/11/2021

LLS News

Meeting with Councillors
On 22 January, lls held its
first meeting of the year with
local authority
representatives. Despite our
hopes in summer 2020, this
was once again a remote
session. Joanne Francis
chaired on behalf of lls and
there was a strong
representation from the region
with Councillor Jane Corbett
(liverpool), Councillor steve
Williams (Wirral), Councillor
Peter lloyd Jones (Halton) and
Jan Bakewell representing st
Helens as their Director of
legal and HR.
Chris Topping opened
proceedings on behalf of lls’s
access to Justice Committee
reporting on the worrying rise
of benefit and debt enquiries
into the Vauxhall law Centre
together with issues being
faced by individuals in relation
to the opening of bank
accounts, PiP payments and
paperwork. in better news,
Merseyside law Centre have a
new trainee having started
them under the Justice First
Fellowship scheme where
housing and asylum work is
keeping everyone busy.
Updates were presented in
relation to the access to
advice Project and referral
network creation, aimed at
linking professionals together
and funded by liverpool City
Council with the hope that the
same would be rolled out
across the broader liverpool
city region.
Chair of Family Business
Committee, emma Palmer
then reported on the
difficulties faced this year with
significant levels of Domestic
abuse referrals during
lockdown. Whilst digital
communication has allowed
various industries to continue
during the pandemic, there are
difficulties for vulnerable users
who do not have digital devises
or trouble using the same. in
addition, it can prove difficult
to offer emotional support to

clients over the phone
compared to face to face.
Further, funding concerns
remain across whole spectrum
from legal aid to courts to local
authorities.
sarah Mansfield reported on
behalf of lls’ Civil litigation
Committee on homelessness
issues in both social housing
and private sector. There are
serious issues in urban settings
where many are employed in
retail sector. There appears to
be a trend in that fewer people
are paying rent with some
doing part-payment and a
minority of no payment of
rent. at the time of the
meeting, evictions could not
commence under s.21 until
21st February but this may
indicate problems to come
later in 2021. Other issues
include: cladding since
Grenfell where there are major
funding problems with tenants
often being asked to contribute
material sums.
Finally, i gave a brief legislative
update during a session
dominated by Brexit and Covid
instruments. in addition to
Royal assent of the internal
Markets Bill to effect
withdrawal from the european
Union, there were 3 nondomestic rating bills going
through Parliament together
with the Covert human
intelligence Bill.
Hopefully our next session will
be face to face and lls
Members are invited to contact
the office with any suggestions
for agenda items ahead of that
event.
Paddy Dwyer
Parliamentary Liaison Officer

Paddy Dwyer
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LLS News

News from the Sub-Committees
Equality, Diversity & Inclusion
Sub-Committee update –
Allyship, salutations and more
at the January meeting, the equality, Diversity and inclusion
sub-committee had at the forefront of our discussions putting on
an event centred around allyship. allyship being such a prevalent
issue now more than ever. May 2021 marks one year since the
death of George Floyd, and in the hopes of helping to advance
the agenda of the Black lives Matter movement across the legal
industry, together with raising awareness of other minorities in
promoting equality for all subjugated groups, the sub-committee
wish to hold an inclusive event for members of all backgrounds.
The event will be a discussion on ‘how to be a good ally’, and we
would welcome any volunteers who would wish to speak at this.
The aim of the event is to highlight the importance of being vocal
about support for others, so that we all know what we can do
collectively to bring the legal sector forward in its furtherance of
equality and inclusivity. More information will be given once a
date and details of the event have been confirmed. The subcommittee hopes that we will get a significant number of
attendees for such an event. anyone interested in speaking at the
event is asked to contact the chair of the committee:
nina.sahu@hilldickinson.com
as many might have heard, another hot topic at the moment is
the somewhat antiquated use of ‘Dear sirs’ in correspondence.
This was also discussed this month in the subcommittee meeting.
in a sector that is striving for gender inclusivity, it is the opinion
of the subcommittee members that effort needs to be made to
move forward from using this as a salutation. Members are
encouraged to tailor the salutation to the individual the email or
letter is being sent to. although granted the details of the
individual are not always available, thought needs to be given to
the recipient and what salutation is most appropriate.
assumptions of someone’s gender is not practical and can reveal
certain unconscious biases. Members are encouraged to use
alternative forms of address such as ‘Dear Colleagues’, ‘Dear
Practitioners’ or ‘Dear lawyers’ and we are pleased that the by
the directors of liverpool law society support this initiative.
in addition, the subcommittee is looking to produce a guide on
top tips for best practice in recruitment. This will give guidance
to local firms on what they should be doing to ensure inclusivity
via their recruitment process. Further updates on this will come
from follow up meetings.
Finally, we discussed other events to increase diversity in the
legal profession such as the liverpool law society Pathways to
the legal Profession and a recent initiative by liverpool
University: UP. UP is an initiative created to encourage liverpool
university students from disadvantaged backgrounds to obtain
work experience. We encourage all firms to become involved in
this, and the details can be found on the liverpool law society
website. Pathways to the legal Profession is an event that has
been held annually since its origins in 2015. This year it is to be
held online in May. The initiative involves year 12 pupils at
schools across the region and is run by the liverpool law society
education and Charities Committee and is kindly sponsored by
Weightmans. The event looks at different routes in to law, and is
usually well subscribed. if you are aware of any schools that
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Rachel Kelly-Brandreth
would like to be involved in this, it isn’t too late for them to
subscribe via the website.
Rachel Kelly-Brandreth
Associate Solicitor
Hill Dickinson LLP
EDI Committee Member










































 


 






















 
 






























 




 






 

 



























 

 











LLS News

The final business for the meeting was to put together a group to
consider and respond to the government consultation on
measures to reform post-termination non-compete clauses in
contracts of employment. A summary of the committees’
response will be set out in the next issue of Liverpool Law.
If any Liverpool Law Society members would like to join the
Employment Law Sub Committee to benefit from these great
sessions, have your say in consultations and benefit from the
professional networking opportunities the committee provides,
you would be very welcome. Please email me on
Lindsey.Knowles@brabners.com to express your interest. Our
next meeting is due to take place at 1pm on 4th May 2021.
Lindsey Knowles
Chair
Brabners LLP

Consultation Papers
The following sub-committee of Liverpool Law Society is
considering responding to these consultation papers. If
any member would like to send in a comment, please do
so to committees@liverpoollawsociety.org.uk

Lindsey Knowles
Employment Law Sub Committee
The Employment Law Sub Committee met virtually on 2nd
February 2021 for our first meeting this year. It continues to be a
busy time for employment law practitioners in the region and I
am most grateful to those who took the time to join us and
contribute.
This time we were treated to members of St John’s Buildings
Employment Team joining us and Kevin McNerney leading a
practical session on pleading whistleblowing claims from both
the claimant and respondent perspective. Kevin set out in his
usual engaging style the key considerations when dealing with
whistleblowing cases; whichever party you are representing and
shared many tips to give you the best opportunity of success.
Kevin also highlighted the recent important judgment in the case
of Irwell Insurance Co Ltd v Watson and ors [2021] EWCA Civ
67 where the Court of Appeal decided that Employment
Tribunals can hear claims against the insurer of an insolvent
employer. Many employers take out insurance policies to cover
their liability in the event that a claim is brought by an employee
or former employee. If the employer becomes insolvent, this case
has established that the employee can bring a claim against their
employer’s insurer. This judgment will be welcomed by claimants
and is significant for employment practices liability (EPL)
insurers. It does bring some benefits for insurers, in that as a
party to the proceedings they will have greater control, they will
have the opportunity to scrutinise the claim and submit a proper
defence contesting liability and quantum of the original claim
rather than simply being given a judgment to pay.

Criminal Practice
Proceeds of Crime Act 2002: changes to bodies granted
accredited financial investigatory powers
19th March

Backlog in the Courts
On 16th February 2021, the Society’s Public Relations Officer,
Millie Hayden, sent a statement to reporter Kieran Williams at
Liverpool Echo about the effect of the backlog and volume of
cases in the Crown, Magistrate, and Family courts on our city,
clients, and members.

Enewsletter Sign Up
Subscribe to our email mailing lists to keep up to date
with the latest news, legal training programme and
other events from Liverpool Law Society.
Sign up here

I would like to express my thanks to Kevin for providing such an
interesting and useful session. Kevin has kindly agreed to come
back and talk to us at the next meeting on the Supreme Court
judgement in Uber which was issued on Friday 18th February
and also the hotly anticipated judgement in the Mencap sleep-ins
case.
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News

Race around the World - raising
funds for Access to Justice

Post Brexit new residence rules for
UK citizens in Spain.

Members of liverpool law society and the Merseyside Junior
lawyers division took part in a competition during January to
see who could rack up the most miles by walking or running. To
take part, members paid an entry fee which went to the
organisations’ chosen charities and they were then asked to start
recording their miles via strava Group. Members of liverpool
law society were competing to raise funds for access to Justice
in support of the ‘go the extra mile for justice’ campaign.

Good news for property investors. Not that good for those
used to spend more than 3 months in Spain...

Merseyside Junior lawyers Division racked up an impressive
192.68 miles which led to their victory! We would like to thank
everyone who took part in this challenge during what was a very
gloomy January. a special shoutout goes to the top runners Chris
Topping and adrian Davies.

From January 2021, UK citizens with properties in spain, as noneU citizens, have seen their rights to stay in spain limited.
o Those with a residence permit in spain, cannot longer spend
more than six months in a year outside spain.
o Those without a residence permit in spain i.e. UK residents
used to spending holidays or limited periods of time in spain,
will only be able to stay there a maximum of 90 days per each
180 days period.
The only residence permit for spain that does not require you to
live in spain more than six months a year and has no limited
period in the country either, is the Golden Visa:
Those buying property in spain worth 500,000 euro can obtain a
residence permit, without limitation periods of residence in nor
out, which also gives a working permit.
Claudia Font
Partner, Solicitor & Spanish Lawyer, gunnercooke llp
Claudia.font@gunnercooke.com

TRAINING SEAT EXCHANGE
liverpool law society has a Trainee seat exchange service.
The purpose is to assist member firms and member in-house
legal departments interchange trainees. The aim is to provide
more training contracts on Merseyside and beyond by
facilitating an exchange between firms and in-house
departments who may otherwise find it difficult to offer their
trainees the requisite number of seats in both contentious
and non-contentious work.
The Training seat exchange, which is open only to members
of liverpool law society, is a free, online service. Details of
what seat a member firm can offer and what seat they are
seeking appears. The exchange must be discussed and agreed
between each member firm on an individual basis.
if you would like to appear on the list, please complete our
online form at
www.liverpoollawsociety.org.uk/training-seat-exchangeform and the society will be in touch with you.
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Going Green

Green light for Morecrofts’ new eco team
Morecrofts Solicitors has launched a new staff-led initiative
aimed at maximising the firm’s environmental sustainability.
The Green Team is chaired by trainee solicitor Rebecca Dobbs
with support from a panel of colleagues from all areas of the
firm, which has offices across the Liverpool city region.
Its goal is to reduce the firm’s carbon footprint through a
series of practical measures and changes to its processes. This
includes a commitment to become a paper-light business and
encouraging colleagues and suppliers to adopt new habits
around everyday issues such as reducing food waste,
expanding recycling points at all offices and cycling to work.
There will also be a calendar of Green Team events for all staff
throughout the year, which will comprise a broad series of
educational sessions and practical exercises to further develop
a collective culture of sustainability across the firm.

Alison Lobb

Rebecca Dobbs

Rebecca said: “The Green Team is about harnessing the
collective power of people who are passionate about
protecting our planet and want to be part of the change.
“Our key approach is engagement through education and
employee initiatives to cultivate environmentally responsible
behaviour throughout our network, while assessing all aspects
of our operations with the aim of reducing their impact on the
environment.
“We are developing a range of practical steps, from reusable
drinks cups for staff and visitors and a wider range of
recycling points, to paper-free filing and energy efficiency
installations. We also hope to extend those principles into our
supply chain in the coming months and years to ensure that
Morecrofts leaves only a positive legacy for our planet.”
Managing partner Alison Lobb added: “The Green Team is an
excellent initiative that has quickly garnered the support of the
entire Morecrofts team. We have always been a business that is
deeply integrated into the community, so it is only right that
we continue to look for ways to reduce any negative impact on
the wider world and play our full part in protecting the
environment for all.
“It’s particularly inspiring that the group has been formed by a
younger generation of Morecrofts staff who share a genuine
commitment to making our business even more sustainable.”

The Green Team
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Paper-based
conveyancing is extinct.
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Join the digital conveyancing movement
with InfoTrack. Call us on 0207 186 8090
or visit www.infotrack.co.uk/nopaper

Education & Training

Anti Money Laundering Update

ŽŚĂďŝƚĂƟŽŶ͗>ĂǁĂŶĚWƌĂĐƟĐĞ

with Sue Mawdsley

DŽŶĚĂǇϭϱƚŚDĂƌĐŚ͕ϭ͘ϯϬƉŵ-ϰƉŵ

Attend live or view the recording

dŚĞĐŽƵƌƐĞǁŝůůĐŽŶƐŝĚĞƌƚŚĞǀĂƌŝŽƵƐĨĂĐƚŽƌƐƐƵƌƌŽƵŶĚŝŶŐ
ĂĚǀŝƐŝŶŐĐŽŚĂďŝƚĂŶƚƐŝŶĨĂŵŝůǇůĂǁŵĂƩĞƌƐ͘/ƚǁŝůůďĞŽĨ
ďĞŶĞĮƚƚŽƚŚŽƐĞĚĞůĞŐĂƚĞƐǁŚŽƐĞĞŬƚŽďĞĐŽŵĞŵŽƌĞ
ĐŽŶĮĚĞŶƚǁŝƚŚŚŽǁƚŽƌƵŶͬĚĞĨĞŶĚĂĐĂƐĞƚŚƌŽƵŐŚƚŚĞĐŽƵƌƚƐ
ŝŶǀŽůǀŝŶŐƚƌƵƐƚƐŽĨůĂŶĚĂŶĚ^ĐŚĞĚƵůĞϭŚŝůĚƌĞŶĐƚDĂƩĞƌƐ͘

This course provides an update on the practical
requirements of the updated The Money Laundering,
Terrorist Financing and Transfer of Funds (Information
on the Payer) Regulations 2017 and LSAG Guidance .
It also focusses on what we have seen of SRA approach
to supervision.

^ĂĨĚĂDĂŚŵŽŽĚǁŝůůĐŽǀĞƌ͗
x

Topics covered include:
x
Firmwide risk assessments
x
Client/matter risk assessments
x
Policies, controls & Procedures
x
Training
x
Reporting to management
x
Independent audit
x
SRA engagement
x
Any developments on Reporting

:ŽŝŶƚdĞŶĂŶĐŝĞƐĂŶĚ
dĞŶĂŶĐŝĞƐŝŶŽŵŵŽŶ

x

ZĞƐƵůƟŶŐĂŶĚ
ŽŶƐƚƌƵĐƟǀĞdƌƵƐƚƐ

x

dƌƵƐƚƐŽĨ>ĂŶĚĂŶĚ
ƉƉŽŝŶƚŵĞŶƚŽĨ
dƌƵƐƚĞĞƐĐƚϭϵϵϲʹ
ƉƉůŝĐĂƟŽŶƐ

x

ƐƚŽƉƉĞů

x

ƌĂŌŝŶŐĂŶĚWƌŽĐĞĚƵƌĞ

For more information click here

x

ŝǀŝůWƌŽĐĞĚƵƌĞZƵůĞƐ

x

WƌĂĐƟĐĞĨŽůůŽǁŝŶŐ^ƚĂĐŬ
ǀ͘ŽǁĚĞŶ͕<ĞƌŶŽƩǀ͘
:ŽŶĞƐĂŶĚĂƌŶĞƐǀ͘
WŚŝůůŝƉƐ

x

^ĐŚĞĚƵůĞϭŚŝůĚƌĞŶĐƚ
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Agile Working

One year on: Learning from lockdown
as we approach one year since the country was plunged into a
national lockdown and we look forward to the roadmap back to
normality, many of us will be looking back on the last 12 months
to see what we can learn from this unusual and, hopefully, oncein-a-lifetime experience.
Dottie Fairbrother, HR Business Partner & Head of People
Management at liverpool-based Hampson Hughes, discusses
how the team have adapted ways of working and how the
pandemic has shaped the industry as a whole…
“When we entered the first national lockdown, we all entered a
brand new way of working – whether you were already used to
working from home or not, this was completely different and we
all had to adapt quickly.
“at Hampson Hughes, the whole team was asked to work at
home, with a ‘lockdown skeleton team’ assembled to make sure
things like banking and posting were taken care of. This meant
around 5% of our staff were in the office for a short period each
day, helping to keep everything moving and, importantly,
maintain our service levels to clients.
“in the months when we were out of lockdown, we implemented
a phased return and ensured that those coming into the office
were comfortable in doing so, creating a real blend of at-home
and office working.
“Pre-pandemic, we could have never envisaged doing this
successfully – due to the nature of our work, face-to-face
teamwork has always been the way we’ve done things. But this
has taught us that, as long as everyone is willing to get stuck in
and look for solutions, we can still achieve results for each other
and our clients.

Dottie Fairbrother
utmost importance to me – while we all can’t wait to get back to
‘normal’, i want to ensure that it is in fact a ‘new normal’, in that
we all keep the sense of appreciation for each other and our own
wellbeing that we’ve learned during the last year.
“The increased sense of flexibility is something else that we are
keen to keep long after lockdown. as such, we’ll be encouraging
staff to work from home two days per week – in our industry,
this has rarely been seen as the norm and, sometimes, the legal
sector has been viewed as ‘old fashioned’.
“There’s still some way to go for the industry to catch up with
others, especially in terms of digitalisation, but this period has
certainly forced us all to move forward.

“in a practical sense, we did have a flexible working system in
place already but, as we went into lockdown, we stepped up our
efforts and ensured every single member had a laptop. This was
crucial from a client data protection perspective.

“That being said, there’s clearly no substitute for being face-toface and we’ve all realised how much we appreciate being in one
room together, especially for bouncing ideas off one another and
enjoying the general office atmosphere – collaborative working
encourages fantastic results and boosts morale, so it’s key that we
maintain this. i do see this as another positive to take away, as
many of us now feel ready to return to the office with a fresh
outlook.

“as we’ve all seen and, indeed, experienced, the pandemic has
had a significant impact on mental health. From home-schooling
to caring for vulnerable relatives, to social isolation, it’s been a
tough time for everyone. so, it was important to us that we did all
we could to try to support our team’s mental health and wellbeing as we’ve navigated this strange time.

“another key highlight is a flurry of promotions and new
appointments. starting a new role in the middle of a pandemic is
certainly a little different but, thankfully, we’ve seen staff starting
Training Contracts, one team member accepting a permanent
role with us and even managed to offer our apprentice a dual
role.

“Mental health has been a key focus for some time, so we had
previously trained up four mental health first aiders, but they
really came into their own once the lockdown set in, with
responsibilities including making sure staff were taking regular
breaks and getting out for fresh air. We all noticed quite early on
that, without the traditional working day structure, it’s very easy
to plough through your to-do list and forget to take time away
from your work station.

“in total, we recruited six new team members throughout the last
12 months, a feat that we’re extremely proud of given the
circumstances and we’re now looking forward to further growth
as we emerge from lockdown.”

“We’re regularly attending court hearings and settling claims via
Zoom now and have managed to still build that all-important
rapport with clients via video call, when required.

“as restrictions begin to ease and we return to some kind of
normality, this idea of flexibility is one of the learnings that’s of

Access to Justice
has left me with a real understanding of how to effectively listen and engage
with the local community in order to make a difference."!!

Jane Connolly
"I am really grateful to have had the opportunity
to volunteer at Vauxhall Law centre last year, it
was such an incredible experience. Everyone in
the team was so friendly and welcoming and it
was amazing to witness the incredible work they
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News from Merseyside Law Centre
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Our staff took part in the laPG annual legal aid Conference in February, giving everyone the opportunity to attend
!48!(#1';#$'-2!*::#%%!.4!K9%.':#!'-!"#$%#&%'(#>!!C#!*'6!.4!5#!*!395!84$!
digital workshops around sustainability and adapting to the new normal.
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We continue to make an impact for welfare benefit clients and, in February 2021, MlC represented a woman at a
Disability Benefits tribunal.
488':#%!*-(!(#1';#$!%#$;':#%!*.!%#;#$*1!49.$#*:3!;#-9#%>!!P-!O#<.#65#$!
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The woman applied for the mobility component of the benefit PiP in January 2019 as a serious respiratory problem in
combination with muscle wastage in one of her legs limit her ability to walk. Her application was refused by the DWP
L*1.4-!*-(!C*$$'-2.4->!C#!34%.!<$4K#:.%!%9:3!*%!*!R$#*.#$!
and, due to a huge backlog of PiP appeals and the COViD crisis, she had to wait for over two years to have her case heard
.#$!P66'2$*.'4-!G'(!S-'.!/R"PGS0E!OLGT’%!G(;4:*:&!C4$7%!*-(!L#1<!
by a Judge.
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When the case finally came before the tribunal Judge and independent Doctor they advised that the medical evidence
-UVLO!M$9%.’%!'--4;*.';#!D#%#..1#!<$4K#:.>!C#!488#$!*!3'23!%.*-(*$(!48!
submitted in support of our client was so strong that they were able to award her the benefit without the need for further
-.%!84$!%.9(#-.%!W!;419-.##$%E!+34!*%%'%.!'-!<$4;'('-2!*(;':#E!
questioning.
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Due to poor decision making by the DWP, our client had to endure over two years of hardship. The only silver lining is
that she will now receive a lump sum for two years’ backdated payments!

as always, we remain busy giving advice over the phone and by e-mail while our staff work from home, providing advice
and assistance on housing, welfare benefits and asylum support.

*1&!"+//)C1%#6!
Our current contact details are below so please do pass these onto anyone you think may benefit from or require our
services.
:9$$#-.1&!34%.'-2!.+4E!69:3!%4923.!*8.#$E!)#2*1!X(9:*.'4-!H49-(*.'4-!
$%.!H#114+%!M46!)*;'-!*-(!O'453*-!M*&14$IC*$(>!M46!5#2*-!3'%!
E-mail: enquiries@merseysidelawcentre.co.uk
Twitter: @MerseyLawCentre
:4-.$*:.!+'.3!"#$%#&%'(#!)*+!,#-.$#!'-!Y*-9*$&!?@AZ>!L#!3*%!*-!
Facebook: Merseyside Law Centre
-!M#-*-.!D'23.%!*-(!L46#1#%%-#%%!*-(!3*%!5##-!'-;41;#(!'-!M#-*-.%!
Website: www.merseysidelawcentre.co.uk
Tel: 0151-709-0504
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Environmental News

Flood Risk: Safeguarding your Client’s Financial Future
Winter is getting wetter each year.
Whether rain or snowmelt, it has to find
its way into rivers, ditches and
waterlogged soil regardless of the
property in its way.
As Tim Champney, Managing Director,
Future Climate Info explains, the
financial impacts of no or expensive
insurance cover, together with stricter
lender requirements to protect against
the capital, should be enough cause for
conveyancers to take flood risk due
diligence in the property transaction
seriously.

homes are safe, resilient and protected
from flooding”.
Measures to mitigate flood risk, such as
Sustainable Drainage Systems (SuDS)
should be considered as part of the
development application. Yet, 1 in 10 of all
new homes – more than 84,000 - in
England since 2013 have been built on
land in zones 2 and 3.
Data from the ministry of housing,
communities and local government
(MHCLG) shows that the number of new
houses built on land at the highest risk of
flooding has risen from 9,500 in 2013 to
20,000 in 2017-18, following a peak of
nearly 24,000 the previous year.
Local Authorities are under pressure to
meet the Government’s target 300K new
build homes per year to meet housing
demand and there exists a clear tension
between supplying local need and
matching it to suitable sites.

1 in 6 properties are at flood risk in
England. In the UK as a whole,
Government estimates put the number of
dwellings at risk of river and coastal
flooding at around 2 million, with a
further eighty thousand properties in
towns and cities at risk from surface
flooding that overwhelms drains from
sudden localised heavy rain.
And it is getting worse. There is a clear
long term trend for the north and west of
the UK becoming wetter and this is
reflected in more serious flood events in
these river catchments, such as those we
reported on with the River Don last year.
With every 1 degree centigrade rise in
temperature it is estimated that a 6-7%
increase in moisture and rainfall will occur
on average.
These trends and the impact of recent
events have redrawn the flood risk maps of
our country. The Environment Agency
(EA) revised their climate change
allowances in 2016 so that Local
Authorities can plan their strategic flood
risk assessments for new housing
applications, especially in flood zones 2
and 3, which have the highest risk.
New Builds continue on Flood Plains
Planning policy is clear that housing
should be located in the areas least at risk
of flooding and, when development in a
risk area is absolutely necessary, “sufficient
measures should be taken to make sure
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It is only when we get a repeat of a chain
of storms, like we saw with Dennis, Ciara
and Jorge last year, will we see if this
redraws the flood risk map for these
properties.

All lenders require borrowers to have
suitable buildings insurance with flood
cover as a condition of their mortgage,
according to UK Finance, and this is
irrespective of whether an area is
considered high risk.
If the property is in flood zone 2 or 3 but
not within the Flood Re area then it can be
prohibitively expensive. A buyer can find
themselves quickly in a Catch 22 situation
where they are unable to insure a property
and the lender won’t release the funds due
to the buyer not having valid home
insurance with a flood risk element
attached.
Insurers will make premium calculations
in a variety of ways – some will do it at
part postcode, others whole, some
property specific. So it becomes a bit of a
lottery without clear expert, independent
guidance to support both the application
for insurance and then to secure the loan.
If more frequent cases of flooding in
certain areas were to render property
uninsurable and un-mortgageable, then
whole swathes of property could become
blighted, or you only attract those cash
buyers willing to accept the risk for the
right property.

Insurance Safety Net…for Some.
In 2016, the government and the insurance
industry launched Flood Re – designed to
act as a reinsurer covering part of the
enhanced flood risk and ensure affected
homeowners can obtain affordable
insurance. However, the deal only applies
to homes built prior to 2009, which creates
understandably significant concern for
homebuyers looking at properties built
after this.
There have been calls for the Government
to change policy, so that homes built more
recently than 2009 are covered by Flood
Re, and that more information is provided
automatically so that homebuyers know
what they are walking into every time. The
Government has promised a further £4bn
in flood defence expenditure over the next
five years and there is more welcome focus
now on natural flood management to slow
the flow of upland streams so they do not
impact on the houses downstream.
Lending and Insurance: the Catch-22
Lenders adopt a mixed approach to flood
risk. Any valuation is based on whether a
property would be readily saleable in the
event that it has to be taken into
possession and sold.

Get the Detail for the Right Flood Due
Diligence
The Law Society published revised
guidance for conveyancers on flood risk
to protect their clients. There is a clear
duty of care to provide the clearest
understanding of what types of flooding
have occurred in the area and how this
could impact on the insurability and
lending on your client’s site or property.
Future Climate Info combines the best in
class data and expertise to forensically
analyse how flooding has and could shape
your client’s future asset. The FCI
Premium Residential Report includes a
JBA Floodability rating at a 5m resolution,
together with an insurability rating to give
the clearest understanding of propertyspecific flood risk for your client.
Where a flood risk is highlighted for your
client, an FCI Flood Appraisal can be
obtained, which provides an independent
expert insight at a property-specific level.
For more information on our flood risk
assessments in our environmental
reports, contact us on 01732 755 180 or
email info@futureclimateinfo.com
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International Women’s Day

Soaps & Solicitors : A conversation with Coronation
Street writer Jan McVerry on Coercive Control
Siobhan McCallum of MSB Solicitors talks to Liverpool writer Jan McVerry
Over the past two years, Coronation street has aired its first
Coercive Control storyline and received a wave of acclaim for its
impact on awareness of domestic abuse, and more specifically
coercive control. The story of Yasmeen and Geoff is text book.
although not every case ends with three people on a roof and
the perpetrator falling to his death, we do know from the facts
of sally Challen’s case that victims of coercive control can end up
killing their abusers.
is there a point in lawyers indulging in a fantasy world that has
perhaps historically been guilty of perpetuating legal myths and
mistruths? actually, to snub this storyline would be a massive
oversight of a pivotal moment in a national conversation about
domestic abuse and violence against women.
if we look at Corrie through a feminist lens, the storylines have
often intersected with women, abuse and the Justice system; the
financial abuse of Rita sullivan by her husband, the relentless
violence against shelley Unwin by Charlie stubbs and who can
forget Home secretary Jack straw’s intervention in the ‘Free
Deidre’ campaign?!
The writing has become increasingly sophisticated in its
approach to reflecting social issues on screen. a client recently
told me that she had only approached us for help because she
had recognised parallels between own and Yasmeen’s situation.
The impact is real.
i sat down (by zoom) with liverpool writer responsible for the
script, Jan McVerry, to find out more about the impact of the
storyline and how it came to fruition.
Siobhan : Jan, this storyline has had a huge public reaction,
how did it come about?
Jan : With an issue story, we usually start with a character and
then build around them, but occasionally there will be an issue
we want to tackle and sometimes an existing character can fit.
We were really interested in doing something about coercive
control. initially we wanted to do it with a younger character /
later teens relationship but it wasn’t quite right for those existing
characters. We needed a set of really well embedded characters,
not just for a linear run of a story but looking at how it can
impact the other characters and what the ripple effect would be.
Because Yasmeen and Geoff were both embedded characters, we
knew it would have an impact. They were both in their 60s – it
wasn’t going to be a sexy headline – but we wanted to make it as
interesting and authentic as possible.
it helped that Geoff was an interesting character. He is the Father
of Tim who is a loveable, comic character; a joker, a magician,
likeable and funny. Geoff had a hospital radio show, he’s deemed
to be a good man. But his private face was more sinister.
Yasmeen was feisty, very intelligent. she was a rebel – her first
husband wasn’t from the same caste and her family didn’t
approve.
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Jan McVerry
it’s a democratic process, we deconstruct ideas and whether it’s
going to work. i had written a lot about rape on the show. With
that, i got into the area of male dominance and control. i once
heard a story through the CaB of a husband dominating his
wife by having her clean the house daily. He would get a paper
clip and hide it around the house. Her job for the day was to find
the paper clip. it’s always stuck with me – it seemed so cruel and
sadistic.
i pitched it together with my colleague Jonathan Harvey who
had read a long piece in the Guardian about sally Challen. We
knew we couldn’t hope to replicate that level of decades old
control so we needed to create it within two years. We all write
individual episodes each and Jonathan and i became the main
architects of the story.
Siobhan: Did the writing have to be reactive to the rise in
domestic violence during lockdown?
Jan : The difficulty we have for the responsiveness to real life is
that we’re not always that nimble in terms of being able to edit
stuff. We’re working months in advance and we’re also up against
other soaps and if they’ve got there first.

Siobhan : Corrie have partnered with women’s aid before. I’ll
never forget the Charlie Stubbs abuse of Shelley storyline. The
semantics around abuse have changed , but 16 years later, do
you think the public reaction has changed?
Jan : i suppose this feels like a slightly fresher angle. That sounds
really cynical! The sort of abuse Charlie engaged in we’d seen
and heard a million times before. it was a classic story we could
feel empathy for shelley for by witnessing physical abuse. The
aspect of coercive control in this case felt like people were being
alerted to something new. Then of course now we live in a social
media age and the resulting awareness and how we spread it has
changed.. Things like press 5 if you’ve called 999 and can’t speak.
We’ve come a long way in the help available.
Siobhan :What has been the impact for you as a writer?
Jan : i know people will say we are just cynically jumping on the
bandwagon but we do care about the messages we are sending
out. What i want is for it to be a red flag system, so viewers can
start to be able to tick these little instances off and understand
the continuum of behaviour. i do feel proud, sometimes you
write stuff and think it’s tomorrow’s fish and chip paper! We
really did emotionally invest in this, especially because they
weren’t our young, hot, sexy characters that were going to be on
the front covers. i feel really validated by that and we’ve made
the story count.
Siobhan: How important is it that soaps continue to reflect
social issues?

Siobhan McCallum
Siobhan : It’s almost like fate that it’s landed at the right time.
There’s been a real partnership between Corrie and Women’s
Aid for this storyline. What was your consultation process like?
Jan : We initially worked with a Manchester abuse Charity called
Choices. Women’s aid then worked on it with us right the way
through. it brought publicity for us and them. The Corrie
characters even did a video raising awareness. Because of the
advice and the ideas they were giving us, we were able to expand
the storyline to include financial abuse, taking control of
passwords on bank accounts etc. Because the character of
Yasmeen wasn’t confident in those areas, she became more and
more isolated. having to ask Geoff for pocket money when they
were actually living in her house. Geoff died on the 9th of
December but the abuse endures. The financial repercussions
carry on and he is still controlling her beyond the grave.

Jan : i feel like it’s our bread and butter. i’m not saying i want all
of our stories to be about issues, but i do feel there’s an extra
urgency to the stories that you can see in the community. We
have another story coming up which is a county lines type story.
i’m hopeful that that is going to do a similar thing to what this
story has done, to allow parents at an early stage to look at the
behaviours in their kids. it’s about not just telling the stories
because it gives us content, but maybe changing the viewers
opinion and giving them a bit more empathy.
Siobhan McCallum
Trainee Solicitor (Family) at MSB

We do also have legal advisers consulting. Our research team go
out and secure the advice from specialists. From a legal point of
view, we are trying to tell a story that feels real and credible and
they advise us of something that could possibly work. it’s
occasionally stretching the boundaries – it’s about
accommodating something that could work.
With Women’s aid, we would go back to them on a monthly
basis. as a soap we want to tell the most hardened, pity inducing
story we can possibly tell -but tell it responsibly.
Mel B also actually consulted for us at one point!

Actors Shelley King and Ian Bartholomew
play Yasmeen Nazir and Geoffe Metcalfe
www.liverpoollawsociety.org.uk 19
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Jessica Hampson: Why I #ChooseToChallenge the ‘norm
as law firm Cel solicitors, which specialises in civil litigation,
celebrates its fourth anniversary on international Women’s Day (8
March), its owner and director, Jessica Hampson, discusses why
it’s important to choose to challenge gender biases and champion
equality in the workplace…
after a slightly non-conventional route into law (i completed the
Period of Recognised Training rather than a traditional Training
Contract) and witnessing first-hand the various biases that are
right under our noses in some of the region’s most well-respected
law firms, i was passionate about disrupting the legal industry for
the better, by creating a “People before Profits” law firm. Profits
are important but they are not at the heart of our business model,
people are.
some may say opening a law firm in liverpool before i turned 30
was brave and ambitious, while others may say (and they did!)
that i was taking a huge risk and was nowhere near experienced
enough to be taking on such a challenge. However, while i knew
that it would be an uphill battle to begin with, i was determined
to create a business that hired based on ability and merit, instead
of gender, ethnicity or background, putting people before profits.
i had my first child in the first year of the business, just add to
the challenge! i want to set an example to my daughter, Gigi, that
women belong in the boardroom.
From a recent staff survey, we know that more than 90% of staff
feel the firm embodies their values, while the same number
believe they can be themselves here – for me, this is crucial.
since launching in 2017, we’ve gone from strength to strength,
growing from a team of just me and the dog to 65 people. We’d
initially set up to specialise in housing disrepair and have gone
on to become experts in civil litigation, mainly consumer rights
such as data breach, Japanese knotweed, financial mis-selling
claims, land boundary disputes, fraud prevention claims and
business interruption insurance.

Mental health is clearly a top priority for many businesses, now
more so than ever before, and we’ve implemented a variety of
initiatives to make sure that everyone is looked after and that
their wellbeing comes first. For instance, i block out time each
month to have one-to-ones wellness checks with each member of
the team, checking in on how they’re doing, both at work and at
home. We have also hired a staff performance coach who has had
20 years of military experience to support our staff from a
confidence and mental health perspective.

We are proud to now have six trainee solicitors and this year has
seen us have our first newly qualified solicitor. i am extremely
proud to continually offer these opportunities. not only does the
team fight for the best outcomes for clients but we have created a
culture that is open, welcoming, encouraging and, most
importantly, fun!

When it comes to challenging what’s been the ‘norm in the legal
sector for a long time, we’ve placed massive importance on
standing out from the crowd and making a conscious effort to
disrupt.

The last year has been challenging for everyone but we’ve done
our very best to maintain good work morale, keeping each other
going whether that’s been in person or via Zoom.

Our new office at 20 Chapel street is just one example of this –
we took the entire 12th floor to create a space with mental health
and staff well-being at the forefront. This includes an
amphitheatre for presentations, two think swings, two bars and
our chill-out zone complete with bean bags and mood lighting
everything was built to inspire creativity – plus team building,
personal development such as our library in the amphitheatre
and our weekly ‘book club’ or a work/life balance with our
bar/gym.
it was essential that we built an office that the team looked
forward to coming into and, now after further expansion, we’re
taking space on the sixth floor of the building, which is
incredibly exciting. We asked the staff what they would like to see
and, as a result, our initial designs include a shark tank, putting
green and a collection of artwork.
so, as we move into yet another new chapter, i’m determined that
we keep challenging convention. i believe people with passion
can change the world through law. We are only at the start of our
journey to do so.
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International Women's Day
virtual event
Monday 8th March

The event will be held in the evening of March 8th on Zoom, titled Women Who Challenge:
The Legal Sector. This is to compliment the theme of International Women's Day which is
#ChooseToChallenge, where we will showcase some fantastic women in the legal sector
who are breaking barriers and advocating for women. The event will be a panel discussion
with speakers sharing their experiences within the sector and what challenges they have
had to overcome.
Hosted by Kay Burley, Sky News presenter and broadcaster, our speakers include Christina
Blacklaws, former President of the Law Society, Dame Bobbie Cheema-Grubb, the first Asian
woman to serve as a High Court Judge in the UK and Adeola Fadipe, a Pupil Barrister who
founded an organisation to help diverse candidates access the Bar.
Tickets are just £15 general admission and discounted to £8 for students and Support
Through Court volunteers. All funds raised from this event will go directly to funding the
work of Support Through Court. Further information and the link to register for the event is:
www.supportthroughcourt.org/events/social-events/women-who-challenge-the-legalsector
www.liverpoollawsociety.org.uk 21

Family Law

Lockdown Life, Furloughed Families, Domestic
Disputes and Divorces
How the current pandemic restrictions are leading more couples to the family courts
as the liverpool City Region enters week five of a national
lockdown and approaching it’s first anniversary of the original
lockdown, the long lazy summer days have been replaced with
the darker days and winter chills and the economic and
emotional impact of 2020 lockdowns have been a brutal reality
check for many couples. Covid-19 lockdown regulations
proved to be very challenging for many families during the initial
2020 lockdown periods, but for couples who had already
separated or were contemplating separation or divorce the latest
pandemic restriction have acted like a pressure cooker on many
relationships as tensions rise and finances fall, whilst stress and
anxiety levels reach an all-time high. The novelty of extended
couple and family time has most definitely run its course for
many and the harsh realities of the consequences of the
pandemic are resonating a lot more this time around. The
festive season has always increased pressures on couples and
families but decreasing bank balances and rising tensions as well
as the pressures of Christmas have certainly had a negative
impact on many couples struggling to maintain a domestic status
quo.
Sara Perischine, Family Law expert at Astraea Legal has given
us an insight into what the New Year/New Lockdown
legislation has meant for many families and estranged couples.
Disagreements with regard to adherence of lockdown rules
Disruption between separated families following disagreements
with regard to adherence to the lockdown rules have proved
event more problematic during this latest lockdown. Whilst the
rules confirm that children of separated parents can spend time
in both households, some parents are refusing to allow this if
they feel that the other household is either not taking the rules
seriously, or is taking the rules seriously but is still inadvertently
putting their family at risk, e.g. if one parent is staying at home
but the other is a key/front line worker this can cause tension
between those co-parenting. We have also noted an increase in
tensions where one parent has moved on with another partner
but is not cohabiting with them – other parents suggests that they
are breaking the rules by continuing to see them – this results in
that parent moving the new partner in which in turn causes even
further tension between the separated parents! Catch 22!
Sara advises - Separated parents should take a sensible
approach to disagreements of this nature. They should consider
the their own specific circumstances. For example, where one
household has a vulnerable person living there, it may not be
wise for children to move between houses. However, parent must
not use lockdown as an excuse to withhold contact without good
reason as this causes unnecessary hostility and will inevitably
have an impact on the welfare of any child involved. If a parent
has serious and warranted concerns for withholding contact,
they may unilaterally vary a court Order. However, if that
decision is challenged, a court will want to see that the parent
acted reasonably in light of their individual situation. They
should also consider making up for lost time with the other
parent.

Sara Perischine
Financial pressures
Financial pressures following redundancies, furlough, less
business for the self-employed etc., is putting pressure on
couples and children alike leading to more separations and
applications for divorce. Where families are separated, we are
seeing increased enquires concerning child maintenance orders
as some parents are no longer in a position to adhere to them as a
result of a drop in their income and in some cases
unemployment. Those who were furloughed in summer may
now have been made redundant or face further job uncertainty
adding increased tension to an already fractured relationship.
Sara advises - Financial issues can create a “pressure cooker”
environment at the best times, let alone during a pandemic.
Whilst one parent is feeling the impact of reduced pay or job
losses, not paying maintenance or assisting financially with the
upbringing of the child will inevitably impact on the other
parent who may be experiencing similar difficulties. Separated
parents should work together to try to find a middle ground
where possible, perhaps agreeing a temporary reduction in
maintenance until their financial position improves, or deferred
payments.
Increase in Domestic Violence
sadly, as has been widely reported, the lockdowns have been
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responsible for an increase in domestic violence and whilst this
was noted throughout the first lockdown, there is a fear that this
lockdown will see cases increase further. Whilst we live in hope
that this is the last lockdown, some are finding it hard to see the
light at the end of the tunnel. Those who may have had been
furloughed in the summer months enjoying the benefits that the
summer months bring, may now face further uncertainty
through the bleak, dark, cold winter when it is harder to enjoy
recreational time. This inevitably leads to more pressure and
hostility which sadly results in a higher risk of domestic
incidents.
sara advises - The Un has described the worldwide increase in
domestic abuse as a "shadow pandemic" alongside Covid-19.
anyone who is a victim of domestic violence is still able to seek
help throughout the lockdown. The police are at hand to assist
and refuges and helplines remain operational. Most solicitors
also remain operational and can assist with an immediate
injunction. For those suffering financially, legal aid is still
available in some circumstances where domestic violence is an
issue. The government website also offers further advice. There is
a ‘codeword scheme’ available for those experiencing abuse. You
can attend a participating pharmacy (those with and ‘ask for ani
logo on display) and ask for an ‘ani’ which stands for action
needed immediately and is pronounced like the name annie.
They can offer a private space, provide a telephone and talk you
through what support you might need from police or other
domestic abuse services.
Divorce and Separations

anxiety issues and financial pressures. latterly the pressures of
home schooling and trying to juggle increased parenting
requirements along with family and domestic responsibilities is
quite literally forcing many to breaking point. Whilst working
from home was a novelty for many during the lockdowns of
2020, many people have found that they need the structure and
escapism of a working life and are struggling to work from home.
The change in the seasons and the fact that many children are
missing school and friends appears to be at the root of
challenging behaviour which is invariably putting enormous
pressure on parents, many of whom are quite literally at the end
of their lockdown tether.
Sara advises - This lockdown has proven to be more difficult for
many families. The pressures of juggling all of the above and not
really knowing when it will end means that we are seeing more
couples seeing no way out and turning on each other. Divorces
have been on the rise for some time and the family courts are
feeling the pressure of disputes involving children, finances and
domestic violence issues. The bleak reality that there is no clear
end date to the current situation is exacerbating domestic
situations and many did not expect the situation to run for so
long and are at the end of their tether.
sara Perischine concludes “sometimes early intervention can save
a situation and get a couple back on the right track, but if a
relationship has irretrievably broken down it is my job to ensure
that we come to an acceptable resolution for our clients by
removing the emotion and dealing with the facts of the situation.
Contacting a family lawyer is not always the end of the road for
couples, sometimes it is the start of a new beginning”.

separations and divorces are definitely on the rise yet again with
couped up families struggling to balance mental health and
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Brexit

The Brexit data bridge and what you need to know
Countdown to expiry of the eU/UK Data Bridge and navigating
the new rules on Data Breach notification.
UK-eea Data Transfers and Brexit: The Brexit Deal only
provided a short term reprieve for dataflows and urgent
preparations should commence now to ensure your business is
not interrupted over the next few months.
as you will be aware, the Brexit transition period ended on 31
December 2020. The threatened data transfer ‘cliff-edge’ did not
fully materialise – although it was only a temporary reprieve, not
a permanent solution. as the iCO recommends, UK businesses
who transfer personal data to and from the eea should take
stock now and complete their preparations prior to the end of
april 2021.
The Bridge
To a certain degree, the UK regained autonomy of data
protection laws from 1 January 2021. This has entailed that
certain european data protection laws have been converted into
UK law – for example, the ‘UK GDPR’ (which largely reflects the
eU GDPR) sits alongside the Data Protection act 2018 and
governs the protection of personal data.
in practice, many of the principles, rights and obligations have
not been altered, however there are major implications for your
business and cross-border UK-eea dataflows.
From the end of the Brexit transition period, the UK became a
‘third country’ for the purposes of the transfer of personal data
from the eea. This entailed that the free flow of personal data
between the UK and the eea would be subject to additional
regulatory restrictions and safeguards, requiring in many cases,
additional contractual documentation (for example eU standard
Contractual Clauses) between the parties to continue dataflows
which are essential (and often routine) to the relevant businesses.
such restrictions would be in place until a finding of adequacy by
the european Commission – which may take some time.
The UK Government has confirmed that it considers that the
continuance of personal data transfers from the UK to the eea
are potentially lawful without additional safeguards. However,
the converse is not the case – transfers of personal data from the
eea to the UK would be subject to additional restrictions and
safeguard requirements.
Thankfully, as part of the eU-UK Trade and Cooperation
agreement, the eU has delayed such data transfer restrictions for
a period of 4 months from the end of the Brexit transition period
(with an ability to extend for a further 2 months) (the “Bridge”)
while the UK seeks an adequacy decision from the eU. The
Bridge was negotiated to permit the free flow of personal data
from the eea to the UK during the period the Bridge is in force.
if adequacy is not determined or the UK unilaterally amends its
data protection legislation during this period, the Bridge will
cease and the dataflow restrictions will come into force. There is
no time like the present to commence your preparations (which
the iCO recommends are finalised prior to the end of april 2021)
and we are here to help.
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Sean Crotty

Ed Lewis

Data breach notifications
similarly, whilst business will have taken steps to implement
appropriate organisational and technical measures to protect
against the risk of any incident involving a breach or compromise
of personal data – such as a cyber-attack, systems failure or even
just human error – even the best defences can be overcome, so it
is important also to understand the regulatory impact on crossborder processing now that the Brexit transition period has
ended.
if your business is established in the UK but processes data of
individuals, such as its customers, who live in the european
economic area (“eea”), there are new rules on which data
protection authorities you need to deal with. That’s because the
one-stop-shop regime and lead authority arrangements which
apply between eU member states no longer apply to the UK since
the end of Brexit transition period.
in the event of a compromise or breach of customer data, UK
businesses need to be clear about the supervisory authorities to
whom notification should be made, the possibility that they may
be required to make notifications to multiple supervisory
authorities in the UK and across the eU/eea and the prospect
also that they may be exposed to the risk of multiple sanctions
(including fines) imposed by each one.
The following guidance, based on five examples, is not exhaustive
but is likely to capture the majority of UK businesses. it explains
to which supervisory authority or authorities notification should
be made in the event of a breach or compromise of customer data
and by whom sanctions (including fines) may be imposed:
Business A: has its HQ and only premises here in the UK. all its
customers are UK residents and all data affecting those
customers is processed here in the UK.
A breach or compromise of Business A’s customer data should
be notified to the UK’s Information Commissioner (“ICO”),
and would be investigated pursuant to UK data protection law.
Business A may be sanctioned or fined only by the ICO.
Business B: has its HQ here in the UK but also further premises
in one eea member state, e.g. Belgium. its sales are to customers
in the UK and Belgium. all customer data is processed here in
the UK.
A breach or compromise of Business B’s UK and Belgian
customer data should be notified to the UK’s Information
Commissioner (“ICO”) and Belgium’s equivalent called “the
Data Protection Authority”. The ICO’s investigation would be

Brexit

carried out pursuant to UK data protection law, whereas the
Data Protection Authority would investigate under EU GDPR.
Business B may be sanctioned or fined by both the ICO and
the Data Protection Authority.
Business C: has its HQ here in the UK but also further premises
in one eea member state, e.g. spain. its sales are to customers in
the UK and spain but also via its online store to customers in
other eea member states, e.g. austria, Portugal and the
netherlands. all customer data is processed here in the UK.
A breach or compromise of Business C’s UK customer data
should be notified to the ICO and would be investigated
pursuant to UK data protection law.
Meanwhile, EU GDPR treats Business C as cross-border
processing in respect of its Spanish, Austrian, Portuguese and
Dutch customer data. Since Business C’s only European
premises are in Spain, in the event of a breach affecting all its
European customer data the Spanish supervisory authority,
Agencia Española de Protección de Datos (the “AEPD”), would
be the lead EU supervisory authority to whom notification
should be made.
The ICO’s investigation would be carried out pursuant to UK
data protection law, whereas the AEPD’s investigation would
be under EU GDPR. Business C may be sanctioned or fined by
both the ICO and the AEPD.
Business D: has its HQ here in the UK but also further premises
in two eea member states, e.g. austria and sweden. it has
customers who are resident in all three countries. all customer
data is processed here in the UK.
A breach or compromise of Business D’s UK customer data
should be notified to the ICO and would be investigated
pursuant to UK data protection law.
Meanwhile, EU GDPR treats Business D as cross-border
processing in respect of its Austrian and Swedish customer
data. Since Business D has European premises in both Austria
and Sweden, in the event of a breach affecting all its European
customer data EU guidelines on how to select the correct lead
supervisory authority would apply. In this instance those
guidelines provide that the larger customer base determines
the outcome. Assuming that were in Austria, then the Austrian
supervisory authority, Datenschutz Behorde (the “DSB”),
would be the lead EU supervisory authority to whom
notification should be made.
The ICO’s investigation would be carried out pursuant to UK
data protection law, whereas the DSB’s investigation would be
under EU GDPR. Business D may be sanctioned or fined by
both the ICO and the DSB.
Business E: has its HQ and only premises here in the UK. all its
sales activity is conducted via an online store. its customers are
resident in the UK and across the eea. all customer data is
processed here in the UK.
A breach or compromise of Business E’s UK customer data
should be notified to the ICO and would be investigated
pursuant to UK data protection law.

to UK data protection law and supervision by the ICO.
Nevertheless, all Business E’s sales and marketing activities to
EEA customers will be subject to EU GDPR. As a result, a
breach affecting all Business E’s European customer data may
be investigated by any of the EEA member state supervisory
authorities whose residents are amongst the affected
customers.
The ICO’s investigation would be carried out pursuant to UK
data protection law, whereas the investigation by each EEA
member state supervisory authority would be under EU
GDPR. Business D may be sanctioned or fined by the ICO and
each EEA member state supervisory authority whose residents
are amongst the affected customers.
What should you do now?
as the iCO recommends, businesses should prepare for the worst
case scenario and have measures in place prior to the end of
april 2021. such measures include:
1. Taking stock
You should understand your businesses international data flows
and identify international dataflows (including those between the
eea and the UK). This is a key step in your preparations;
2. Determine and consider your contractual and regulatory
requirement
You should work with your clients, suppliers and any other data
importers to put in place alternative transfer mechanisms, if
required, to safeguard against dataflow interruption at the end of
the Bridge. For example, amendments may be required to your
contracts, together with the incorporation of eU standard
Contractual Clauses, or exceptions may be applied to permit the
dataflow to lawfully continue;
3. Distinguish between relevant datasets
You should determine which personal data was obtained prior
to, and after, 1 January 2021. importantly, personal data acquired
prior to 1 January 2021 will remain subject to the eU GDPR (as
it stood on 31 December 2020), however personal data acquired
from 1 January 2021 will be subject to UK data protection laws
.
4. Review incident response plans and how your business
would handle a data breach
Preparation is key to a fast, efficient and effective response and
recovery if the worst were to happen. now is the time to reflect
on the adequacy of current plans (if any) and options for
managing and mitigating the impact of a data breach. Consider
in particular whether your business may have changed since its
last review – e.g. has the iT estate grown, has its customer base
diversified or supply chain partners changed – and whether it
needs help to identify possible weaknesses and/or the need for
new or enhanced protective measures.
Sean Crotty and Ed Lewis
Weightmans LLP
This article first appeared on the Weightman’s website
https://www.weightmans.com/insights/brexit/the-brexit-databridge-and-what-you-need-to-know/

In the absence of any European premises, Business E is not
treated by EU GDPR as carrying on any cross-border
processing. Its data processing activities are therefore subject
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Look After Yourself
Top 10 Tips for Good Mental Health and Wellbeing

Keep Active

Take a Break

Find a physical activity you enjoy
and make it part of your life,
you will feel better and boost
your self-esteem

Use your lunchbreak to get away
from your desk. Step outside
for just a few minutes,
it can re-energise you

Sleep is Important

Eat Well

Drink in Moderation

Sleeping well can improve
concentration and refresh you

A balanced diet rich in nutrients
is good for both your mental
and physical health

Stay within the recommended
alcohol limits: heavy drinking affects
brain function
and can cause disease

Keep in Touch

Share How You Feel

Maintain good relationships with
friends, family and your wider
community: strong connections
can help you to feel happier

Talk about your feelings,
it can help you cope with problems
and feel listened to

Give Back

Be Mindful

Ask for Help

It has been proven that giving
– time or money – can make you feel
valued and give you
a sense of purpose

Mindfulness – positive emotions
and paying attention to the present –
can help you enjoy life more

Asking for help is a sign of strength,
and can lead to the right support for
you, whatever you’re going through

HELPLINE SUPPORT 0800 279 6888
365 days a year
9am – 7.30pm weekdays, 10am – 4pm weekends and Bank Holidays
You can find useful information and resources on our website,
as well as download our factsheets www.lawcare.org.uk
facebook.com/LawCare
@LawCareLtd
Company registration no. 3313975. Registered as a charity in England and Wales no. 1061685, and in Scotland no. SCO39335.

The Car Dealers
you can trust
As a family business established for 30 years, we
understand that selling a car can sometimes be a
difficult decision taken at a difficult time. We take
pride in offering a personal service and fair valuation.
With our reliable reputation in this field, we are regularly
contacted to value cars in probate. If your client is coping
with the loss of a loved one and has the responsibility
of dealing with their estate, we can offer them trusted,
sensible advice and the professional service they need
at this difficult time. Should they wish to proceed, we will
collect the vehicle swiftly and FREE of charge.

Contact Bill on 0151 648 5488 to
discuss how best we can assist you
9 Mill Hill Road, Irby, Wirral CH61 4UB

www.irbymotor.co.uk
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Movers & Shakers

Jackson Lees announces key appointment to launch new
Corporate and Commercial offering
Jackson lees is widening out its offering with the launch of a new
corporate and commercial department.
The firm has appointed Charlotte Mills, a highly experienced and
well-regarded corporate and commercial expert, to head up the
new department.
With over 15 years’ corporate experience, Charlotte trained in the
south east and then spent seven years working for a lancashire
based firm before making the move to Manchester where she has
practised since 2013.
Charlotte’s focus for the new department centres on developing
and nurturing outstanding client relationships and working
collaboratively with both business owners and their wider
professional adviser network.
The department will be primarily focused on supporting sMe
business owners across the north West as they look to manage
change in their companies. Jackson lees is committed to offering
an accessible and friendly service for clients that helps them to
understand where they stand in relation to legal services without
unnecessary formality or confusing legal jargon.
Charlotte and her team will provide clients with a wide range of
corporate law support, ranging from general advice and guidance
on the rules of running a business, to complex restructures, from
starting up a new business, to selling companies when the owners
are ready to say farewell.

Charlotte Mills

she will also work closely with the accountancy community to
support and assist clients who need help making changes to the
ownership structure of their business or who may be altering
their finance arrangements such as re-banking or increasing
investment in the business.

able to provide to our clients and means we now have a full
service offering. This is a key milestone for the firm and we look
forward to working closely with the region’s businesses to provide
the expert legal guidance they need to fulfil their corporate
ambitions.

Charlotte said: “People and relationships are at the heart of a
successful legal practice, so it’s brilliant to be joining a firm with
such a positive culture. The team at Jackson lees genuinely cares
about their people and clients and it’s wonderful to have the
opportunity to be building a new department within this
thriving, forward-looking firm. This is a challenging time for
business, so we’re looking forward to being able to support our
clients and provide the clarity and guidance they need as they
navigate this uncertain landscape.

“Charlotte is a highly experienced, outstanding practitioner who
brings real warmth and approachability to this role, coupled with
a brilliant and long-standing track record of working closely with
business owners to deliver elegant solutions to their legal
requirements.

“i have developed a strong network with businesses and the
professional advisor network across the north West, with many
years’ experience working collaboratively with corporate clients
as they look to navigate and implement change within their
businesses.
“i’m looking forward to building a fully-fledged corporate and
commercial department with Jackson lees, with an approachable,
expert team committed to working in partnership with our
clients and their professional advisors across liverpool, Wirral,
Manchester and the wider region.”
esther leach, Managing Director at Jackson lees Group said: “i
am really excited about the launch of the corporate and
commercial department as it expands the services Jackson lees is
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“Charlotte’s experience and her commitment to nurturing and
developing positive relationships aligns strongly with Jackson
lees Group’s core ethos of Making a Positive Difference and she
was a natural choice to launch and lead this new department. We
are delighted to have her on board and look forward to seeing
this department grow and thrive under her leadership.”

Movers & Shakers

Hill Dickinson’s national corporate team exceeds £2.5bn
deal value in record 2020 performance
Hill Dickinson has reported on the successful completion of
corporate transactions in 2020 with an aggregate transaction
value worth over £2.6 billion.
The transaction value represents an increase of £1 billion on 2019
figures, having advised on more than 150 completed deals in
2020, almost double the number of transactions it completed in
2019.
This performance ranks Hill Dickinson as the second most active
legal adviser in the north West in the highly regarded experian
2020 annual league table, published on 29 January 2021, and the
firm’s Corporate and Banking team across all UK offices in 20th
place nationally.
The 150 completed transactions spanned a wide range of sectors,
markets and jurisdictions.
notable highlights include:
• successfully overcoming logistical difficulties and executing a
number of complex transactions during the peak of the UK
lockdown. This included a number of M&a transactions, iPOs
and one of the largest secondary fundraisings by an aiM
company during the lockdown.
• Continuing to have one of the leading aiM practices in the UK.
The firm has maintained its top-5 ranking (ranked #4) for the
number of retained aiM clients (36) in the latest aiM advisers
Rankings Guide as at January 2021.
• Ranked by experian as the second most active adviser in the
north West by deal quantum activity for 2020.
• achieving strong rankings in the latest Chambers and Partners
UK 2021 and the legal 500 2021 independent legal directories,
which are based on extensive peer-led interviews and client
feedback. The firm maintained its rankings in the
Corporate/M&a categories and was ranked for the first time in
the eCM and aiM categories.
• Continuing to advise the firm’s institutional investor and
management team clients on a number of high profile midmarket Pe investment deals and buy and build programmes and
exits.
• Continued expansion to meet client demand. Recent hires have
boosted the Corporate and Banking team to over 70 specialist
lawyers across the firm’s offices in liverpool, london,
Manchester and Hong Kong.
significant transactions during the period include
• advising Johnson service Group on its £85 million placing on
aiM.
• advising the management team of Fishawack Health on their
secondary buyout of lDC backed by new Pe investment from
Bridgepoint europe Vi, a €5.6 billion mid-market fund;
• advising Finncap and WG partners as joint brokers on a £19.6
million placing on aiM-listed anGle plc.

Craig Scott
• advising aiM-listed arc Minerals ltd on the disposal of Casa
Mining for Us$50 million.
• advising the shareholders of naimuri limited, a leading UK
software development and data analytics company providing
services to the UK intelligence and law enforcement
communities, on its sale to QinetiQ for £25 million.
• advising private equity firm lDC on its investment in Rhino
Products, europe’s leading manufacturer of light commercial
vehicle accessories.
Commenting on his firm’s performance, Craig scott, national
head of Corporate said: “Despite operating in profoundly
challenging market conditions, 2020 delivered an extraordinary
year for our firm’s national Corporate and Banking team with a
significant increase in our completed deal volumes at a time
when transaction volumes in the market overall significantly
reduced.
“like most businesses, we experienced a hiatus in Quarter 2
when the first lockdown hit as businesses focused on
understanding the challenges ahead, but we continued to work
alongside our clients to help them adapt and prepare for the
reopening of the economy. By Quarter 4, many of our clients had
taken actions to strengthen and experienced a quite startling
market recovery and appetite for continued investment and
strategic expansion, demonstrating the sheer resilience of certain
key sectors in the UK and certain overseas markets.”
looking towards 2021, he added: “There is no doubt that trading
conditions for many sectors will remain challenging for quite
some time as a result of Covid and that logistical and regulatory
challenges resulting from the UK’s exit from the Common
Market will add to that. Despite that, we remain positive that
agility, sector expertise and our responsiveness to market
conditions will be instrumental in maintaining the good
relationships we have with our clients and we look forward to
working with them again in the year ahead.”
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Council Member’s Report
Council Member Nina Ferris
in the last month Tls has
been active on the following
matters:
ID cards for solicitor court
users

was founded to help broaden
career opportunities for
young Black people in the
UK and address the
underrepresentation of Black
talent in many industries.
The programme aims to
offer paid work experience
across over twenty sectors –
including the law – and
create a sustainable cycle of
mentorship and sponsorship
for the Black community.
The #10000Blackinterns
programme will begin in the
summer of 2022 and aims to
run for the next five years –
providing 10,000 internships
to young Black people.

Tls has assisted criminal
law solicitors associations to
lobby for solicitor court
users to have the same
facility as members of the
bar. The arrangement will
enable solicitors to register
with the professional users
access scheme. all solicitors
with a PC can sign up
meaning they can access
more than 300 HMCTs
buildings without needing a
routine security search on
each visit.

Further information is
available here.

Regulation

Housing Mediation Pilot

The response to the lsB’s
draft strategy and business
plan has called on the
oversight regulator to
prioritise economic recovery
and addressing the crisis in
the justice system as part of
its key themes for 2021-22. it
recommends that the lsB
focus on the biggest
challenges such as access to
justice, a fair and inclusive
profession, high quality legal
services with strong ethics,
and overseeing regulators
performance.

The pilot aimed to ease the
backlog of housing cases
heading for court was
greeted with caution. Whilst
mediation has an important
place in dispute resolution,
housing is such an essential
life requirement that
mediation cannot replace
the usual routes of access to
justice through the courts or
take money from schemes
that facilitate that access.

The full response can be
accessed here.
Diversity and Inclusion
We have joined the
#10000Blackinterns
initiative and encourage law
firms and legal businesses to
do the same. The initiative

There is a concern that
vulnerable and
unrepresented tenants may
feel pressured to undertake
mediation and may be
misrepresented, as mediators
are not housing dispute
specialists. The law society
is particularly concerned
that the pilot could impact
on the sustainability of legal
aid, particularly the Housing
Possession Court Duty
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scheme (HPCDs), which
provides an emergency
solicitor on the day to
anyone facing eviction
proceedings. The £3 million
allocated to the pilot would,
in Tls view, be more
usefully channelled into the
HPCDs and early legal
advice, to ensure tenants
have the access to justice and
specialist legal advice that
can stop them being evicted.
Criminal Legal Aid
Tls has called for an urgent
injection of cash as part of
the Cla review to halt the
terminal decline in the
number of criminal defence
firms.
latest figures from Tls
research show more than
750 criminal legal aid firms
have either closed their
doors or given up practice
over the past decade. The
President commented:
“legal aid practitioners must
be paid properly, and their
area of business must be
economically sustainable,
otherwise the system will
collapse. We have
consistently called on the
government to recognise the
consistent failure to increase
payments for over 20 years
and that an immediate
increase is a necessity to
provide criminal defence
solicitors with the additional
funds they so desperately
need.”
The backlog in the criminal
courts – which pre-dates the
Covid-19 pandemic but have
been exacerbated by it –
have also hit defence

solicitors hard with delays in
progressing cases starving
them of urgently needed
funding.
Response to Law
Commission report on
marriage laws
Marriage laws have not been
updated since the 1940’s and
the law Commission has
put forward several key
proposals, including
allowing weddings to take
place outdoors and in a
wider variety of buildings
and offering couples greater
flexibility over the form their
wedding ceremonies will
take.
Tls has welcomed proposals
to simplify the process and
allow couples to give notice
online. Many aspects of life
have moved online over the
past year and the law should
support this where possible.
it has commented on the
need to retain the option of
in-person interviews so
appropriate checks can be
carried out where there are
any concerns about fraud,
duress or forced marriage
cases.
Tls has also urged the
Commission as part of its
review to consider public
legal education on the

The Law Society

‘common law’ marriage
myth and what constitutes a
legally valid union. 46% of
people in england and Wales
believe in ‘common law’
marriage, one of our most
pervasive legal myths.
Couples in a ‘common law’
marriage can be left legally
vulnerable and often find the
division of finances, debt
and property can become
complicated if they choose
to separate or if one partner
dies.
Rise in recommended
trainee minimum salary
The minimum salary for
trainee solicitors
recommended by the law
society of england and
Wales has risen by 1.1 per
cent to £20,217 outside
london and £22,794 in the
capital. Whilst the reality of
the Covid-19 pandemic is
pay freezes for many, the
recommended minimum
salary reflects inflation
increases trainees face to
their cost of living. This
underpins Tls commitment
to a profession accessible to
all, regardless of socioeconomic background.
The JlD explains that many
junior lawyers leave
education with significant
levels of debt – particularly
where they have had to selffund their legal Practice
Course – and it is important
that they are paid a fair rate
so they are able to repay that
debt and meet their living
costs.
Cancel the cliff edge
law society launches sDlT
holiday campaign action The stamp Duty land Tax
holiday is due to come to an
abrupt end on 31 March,
creating a cliff edge that
could see thousands of
transactions collapse at the
last minute and home buyers
left stranded and out of

pocket. Tls is launching a
new campaign to highlight
the potential for significant
disruption in the property
market and call on MPs and
the Government to take
action to avoid this cliff
edge.





 
 





 






 
















  




 






 

















 



 
 
 
  




 

 
 

 







 

































• Promoting access to justice
• Upholding the rule of law
• influencing regulation and
money laundering rules
• supporting the
international practice of law
• Promoting a modern
diverse and inclusive
profession
• supporting the economic
viability of members
businesses.





 


This month also saw the first
of Tls strategic Planning
events fir 2021 to review
Tls key themes and
priorities for the next three
years. The current themes
are:

Nina Ferris
Council Member





We are asking members to
take action by writing to
their local MP using our
quick and easy online tool –
please join our action and
encourage your colleagues to
do the same.

There was a healthy debate
about the priority of these
themes and what more
needs to be done. a follow
up event will take place in
July so if you have any views
on what Tls should be
doing under each of those
themes, whether there are
any other themes or issues
that you wish to see
prioritised, or if you have
any evidence which would
assist to develop policy
under those themes, please,
as ever, contact myself or
sarah.
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>ĂƚĞĂŶĚŝŶĐŽŵƉůĞƚĞďƵĚŐĞƚƐ
EdKE
hŶůĞƐƐKƌĚĞƌƐ
dŚĞƟŵŝŶŐŽĨĂƉƉůŝĐĂƟŽŶƐĂŌĞƌ
K<

ĂŶŽŶĞĐŽŶƐĞŶƚƚŽƌĞůŝĞĨďĞŝŶŐ
ŐƌĂŶƚĞĚ͍
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Stand & Deliver! Conducting Effective
Advocacy in Child Care Cases





with Safda Mahmood




  

on Wednesday 14th April, 10am - 4pm (breaks included)













  

&DQ·WPDNHWKHGDWHWLPHRUQHHGWRUHYLVLWWKHWUDLQLQJ"
No problem! Booking onto this event means you will receive a
link to access the recording.







 










  





The areas to be covered are:
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Understand good advocacy skills
Become more confident, despite a
µGLIILFXOW¶RSSRQHQW
Effective preparation
Calling Evidence
Making good opening and closing
speeches/submissions.
Carry out effective examination-inchief and cross-examination
examination
Emergency Protection Order
Hearings
Contested Interim Care Hearings
Case Management and Issues Resolution Hearings
Fact Finding Hearings
Core Competencies: B & C

For more information click here
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Financial Planning

Five Things to do Before the End of the Tax Year
1. Top up your ISA
One of the most tax-efficient ways to invest is through an
individual savings account (isa). The 2020/21 personal isa
allowance is £20,000.
There’s no income tax, tax on dividends or capital gains tax
(CGT) to pay on any gains from investments held in an isa.
an isa can hold a wide range of investments, including cash,
funds, shares, gilts and bonds.
if you do not use your allowance, you can’t carry it over to a
new tax year. so, if you’ve got savings lying around in your
current accounts, it may be worthwhile putting as much
savings as you can in a tax efficient isa.
2. Contribute to your Retirement

Photo by Josh Appel on Unsplash

it may be worthwhile considering topping up your pension to
increase your savings for retirement. if you’re employed and
contribute to a company pension, check how much you’ve
paid in. Many employers will match contributions up to a
particular cap, so it’s worth taking advantage of this.

5. Reduce your Inheritance Tax

The more income tax you pay, the greater the tax relief on
pension contributions. if you’re a basic rate taxpayer, for every
£80 you pay in, the taxman will top it up to £100. if you're a
higher or additional rate taxpayer you can claim back up to an
additional 20%, or 25% on top of the 20% basic rate tax relief,
through your tax return.

You can carry over your gifting allowance from a previous tax
year if unused, making the maximum amount £6,000. There
are other exemptions too, such as no tax on wedding or civil
partnership gifts up to £5,000 to your children and £2,500 to
your grandchildren.

The annual allowance for 2020/21 for pension contributions is
£40,000 (This may be lower if you earn over £200,000). it’s
also worth noting that you can bring forward unused
allowances from previous three tax years, as long as you were
a member of the pension scheme within those years.
3. Save for your Children
if you have children, you can set up a Junior isa. Children
who are not yet 18 can open a Junior isa (Jisa) in their name
with a parent as a guardian.
as with an adult isa, there’s no income tax, tax on dividends
or capital gains tax (CGT) to pay on any gains from
investments held in an isa. The annual allowance for a Jisa
in 2020/21 is £9,000.

Use your annual exemption allowance of £3,000. This allows
you to gift that amount without being liable for inheritance
tax in the future.

You can also gift to Charity. You can receive full tax relief on
your contributions through Gift aid. Higher-rate or
additional-rate taxpayers can claim back the difference
between the rate they pay, and the basic rate on their
donations.
For example, you donate £100 to a charity, which is boosted to
£125 by using Gift aid. You pay 40 per cent tax, so you can
personally claim back £25 (£125 x 20 per cent) via selfassessment, or by asking HM Revenue & Customs to amend
your tax code.
it is also possible to donate from your wages or pension via
Payroll Giving.
Andy Griffin
Maxwell Financial Planning Ltd

4. Use your Capital Gains Tax Allowance
everybody has an annual capital gains tax allowance of
£12,000 in the 2020/21 tax year. This means that if you
dispose or sell any assets such as property, stocks and shares,
you won’t be taxed on the profits if they're below £12,000.
You cannot carry over any unused capital gains tax allowance
to the next tax year, so if you are planning to sell your assets,
it may be worth considering staggering them over two tax
years to take advantage of your allowance.
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Commercial District BID

Liverpool BID Company
Our regular update from Julie Johnson, partner at Morecrofts Solicitors and
chair of Liverpool BID Company's Commercial District BID operating board
as the UK government publishes its timeline indicating when
different sectors might be able to open up this year, at liverpool
BiD Company, our mind is on recovery.
The recovery of liverpool city centre needs to be rooted in its
mixed-use economy, ensuring every one of its industries is
supported. at liverpool BiD Company, we understand each
sector needs to have its own voice.
This month we have unveiled four BiD Champions, representing
the city’s Commercial industry, retail sector and hospitality
businesses, to provide a leading role in the vision and planning
for recovery.
The BiD Champions are:
Corporate Services – Julie Johnson, Business Operations Partner
at Morecrofts solicitors and Chair of Commercial District BiD
Hospitality – natalie Haywood, Managing Director of the leaF
Group
Leisure and Culture – Gillian Miller, CeO of liverpool’s Royal
Court and Chair of st George’s Quarter CiC
Retail – Jennina O’neill, Centre Manager at Metquarter and
Chair of the Retail & leisure BiD
We will provide a voice for each sector, working with BiD levy
Payers in each industry helping to bring their concerns, needs to
the fore and lobby on their behalf to local, regional, and national
government via liverpool BiD Company.
Whether the reopening stays on track, the timeline provides
certainty to businesses, but it also shows the importance of the
support needed for different sectors. Hospitality, leisure, and
entertainment, for example, need continuing substantial support
until they can open their doors. Other sectors still need
continuing support with extension of the furlough scheme. We
would like to see further support with business rates, the stamp
Duty land Tax deadline pushed beyond the 31st March 2021,
deferment of VaT payments and loan repayments where needed.
in liverpool, any recovery needs to focus on the mixed-use
economy that has heralded the city’s 30-year renaissance, ability
to appeal to retailers, businesses, hospitality sector, thriving
cultural and night-time economy. it reflects the importance of
empowerment, ensuring the 1,500 BiD levy Payers in the two
BiDs (Commercial District and Retail & leisure BiD) have their
voices heard and can help to shape the future of the city centre.
liverpool BiD Company, which focuses on improving the city
centre as a place to live, work and do business, is placing a
strategic focus on recovery. The strength of liverpool city centre
is not at the expense of other areas of the city but is to ensure the
jewel in the crown and the engine of the city region economy is
able to flourish and rebuild post the coronavirus crisis.
There are core actions that need to be addressed as part of
liverpool’s recovery. in recent years, three areas of the city centre
already have regeneration plans in place: Williamson square,
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Julie Johnson
Cavern Quarter, and the Commercial District, with Baltic
Triangle joining last summer. There needs to be a greater
emphasis in giving existing businesses from every sector a greater
say in their neighbourhoods and their development, making
areas more connected, attractive, and reinforcing the city centre
as a place location for business, homes, culture, and tourism. This
is our opportunity to build back better, with creative
placemaking, enabling opportunities for a more diverse, ecofriendly, socially active, and connected business community in
the future.
There needs to be a root and branch review of business rates, for
every level of business, to ensure they are both fair and
constructive for both cities and business. We need a level playing
field.
it is important we work with businesses, especially those
exploring more flexible working initiatives for their teams. The
modern workplace is going to change, and it is vital the
Commercial District is a destination for those wanting the
modern office space.
liverpool’s regeneration over the past 30 years is rooted in its
mixed-use economy. There is a passion and a commitment for
liverpool to succeed which has always helped it to fare well. The
businesses within liverpool can support its recovery and have a
wealth of knowledge and expertise to underpin that. The way we
work has changed drastically in the past year and it is important
to understand the role of other sectors in supporting business
through that change and to empower them to have a place within
an exciting, forward thinking, resilient city centre as it evolves.
Twitter - @LpoolBIDcompany
Facebook – LiverpoolBIDCompany
Instagram – LiverpoolBIDCompany
LinkedIn - Liverpool BID Company

Law Costs Update

Monthly Costs Update
Welcome to our new monthly update in which we discuss recent trends and
developments in Costs Law and Practice. If you feel that there are costs
related issues of interest, please feel free to contact us!
How many times have we spoken to a client, or an
opponent or anyone for that matter, and then moved on to
something else? in the busyness, we forget to make a note
of what was discussed. This may be a common mistake. But
it can also be a very expensive mistake. This was the
unfortunate lesson by solicitor Richard slade following a
recent decision of Cost Judge Howarth.
Murray v Slade
https://www.bailii.org/ew/cases/eWHC/Costs/2021/B3.html

The case is summarised in litigation Futures https://www.litigationfutures.com/news/solicitor-wasauthor-of-own-misfortune-in-failed-costs-claims
it was noted in the judgment that there had been previous
difficulties between the solicitor and the client. Mr Murray
had expressed dissatisfaction with a barrister instructed by
the solicitor. Mr slade instructed a fresh barrister but the
cost was £15k more. Here is where we get to the fatal
conversation! He said that he had contacted Mr Murray to
explain this. Mr Murray denied it.
There was no attendance note or letter confirming the
conversation. The judge found in favour of the client. He
commented "I am satisfied that a telephone call did take place between
the First Claimant and Mr Slade on 17 May, but I am not
satisfied that the record of that telephone call is the one set
out in Mr Slade’s witness statement. As an experienced
litigator I would have expected there to have been an
attendance note in relation to this telephone call which was
of the utmost importance, varying as it purported to do, the
terms of the fixed fee agreement. In cross-examination Mr
Slade stated that he made a note in his day book but that day
book was not before the Court and not referred to in his
witness statement. Furthermore, there was no letter or email
to the First Claimant confirming the terms upon which Mr
Moreas had been instructed which I would have expected to
see, bearing in mind the previous difficulties in the
relationship between the First Claimant and Defendant in
these and other proceedings."
The call may well have taken place as described by Mr
slade. But his failure to keep a note or to confirm it was
fatal to his claim. This was expected of an experienced
litigator especially in the light of the previous difficulties.
The lesson is simple and clear. if you discuss anything with
your client in relation to charges, you must keep a detailed
note and in our view also confirm it in writing.

it is a simple discipline but one which a huge impact on
your business.
in a recent blog barrister Gordon exall has reminded
practitioners of the need for care in relation to the cap on
the costs of costs budgeting. This cap is set out in CPR 3.15
(5) –
(5) save in exceptional circumstances—
(a ) the recoverable costs of initially completing Precedent
H (the form to be used for a costs budget) shall not exceed
the higher of—
(i) £1,000; or
(ii) 1% of the total of the incurred costs (as agreed or
allowed on assessment) and the budgeted costs (agreed or
approved); and
(b) all other recoverable costs of the budgeting and costs
management process shall not exceed 2% of the total of the
incurred costs (as agreed or allowed on assessment) and
the budgeted (agreed or approved) costs.
Gordon exall points out that this cap must be applied ‘save
in exceptional circumstances’. so parties are including a
clause in draft orders disapplying the cap as a matter of
routine. anyone seeing such a clause should be aware that
this is not sufficient. There must be the circumstances to
justify departure from the cap –
https://www.civillitigationbrief.com/2021/02/22/civilprocedure-back-to-basics-89-the-2-cap-on-costsbudgeting-something-to-watch-out-for/
in other news all of us involved in costs work are
dependent on having quick and easy access to the Civil
Procedure Rules (CPR). They have always been available
via the ministry of Justice site. That is until they were
moved to https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/civilprocedure-rules . Finding the rules is now far more
challenging! Try it.
Following many complaints, the MOJ have promised an
‘urgent review’. nobody has explained why it was reviewed
in the first place. To put it simply, the rules were easy to
find, now they are not. Can’t we just go back to how things
were before??
If you require help in relation to any costs issues contact
Robert Cook at robert@cook-legal.co.uk or
Mike Yassin at mike@cook-legal.co.uk
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Regulation Update

Regulation Update
The latest regulation news from
Danielle Best of Weightmans LLP
i hope you are all coping
during this lockdown, which
will hopefully have started to
be lifted by the time this
goes to print. as someone
who has been home
schooling two primary
school children this year, i’m
well aware of the increased
pressure that people are
facing. Whether caused by
home schooling, financial
pressures, health concerns or
otherwise, this is a difficult
time for many people.
Please take care and ask for
assistance if needed.
Anti-money laundering
guidance for the legal
sector
The updated lsaG antimoney laundering guidance
in relation to the 5th aMl
Directive that came into
force in January 2020 was
finally published on 20
January 2021 (albeit in draft
and subject to HM Treasury
approval) and runs to 212
pages and the sRa sectoral
Risk assessment was
published on 28 January
www.sra.org.uk/new-amlguidance. some of the key
changes include the
introduction of key aMl
compliance principles,
expanded guidance on
understanding and
evidencing sources of funds
and wealth, a new section on
technology as well as fully
revised and expanded
guidance on risk
assessments.

following the widening of
the definition of ‘tax
adviser’), you will need to
read the documents, review
your firm-wide risk
assessment and ensure that
your aMl policies and
procedures are up to date.
You should also, if you have
not yet done so, carry out
the independent aMl audit
required by Regulation 21
MlR 2017. if you need
assistance with your firmwide risk assessment,
policies or the requirement
to conduct an independent
audit, please get in touch.
CLC Risk Agenda
an important read for all
property and probate
lawyers is the Council for
licensed Conveyancers’
(ClC) first Compliance Risk
agenda, which has been
published in 2021. it
highlights issues that the
firms and individuals it
regulates need to consider in
order to comply with
regulations and also offers
guidance on issues that ClC
staff have encountered
during their monitoring and
inspection work, ranging
from aMl guidance to
storing files after closure,
and sets out steps that
practices can take to protect
themselves and their clients.
it also looks at steps firms
can take to ease the
Professional indemnity
insurance round.
Continuing competence

if your firm comes within
the aMl regulations (and
more will now do so

legal profession is out of step
with other sectors by having
few checks on individuals
during their careers and is
therefore planning to press
on with plans for continuing
competence checks. it is
planning to set out standards
of competence that lawyers
should meet throughout
their careers and the
processes regulators should
have in place to identify
those failing to meet them,
which could include
feedback from clients and
judges as well as assurance
visits and possibly even
formal revalidation.

The legal services Board
(lsB) considers that the
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Lawyers unable to recover
costs where Conditional
Fee Agreement (CFA)
improperly terminated
in Murray & Anor v
Richard Slade and
Company Ltd, which
concerned an assessment of
solicitors’ costs, £16,200
claimed by the solicitors
pursuant to a CFa was
disallowed on the basis that
the solicitors had terminated
their CFa with the Claimant
without good reason.
in 2016, the Claimant had
instructed solicitors to act
on his behalf in relation to
two separate matters; one on
a fixed fee basis and the
other on a CFa. it was
alleged by the Defendant
that the Claimant had not
complied with an agreement
to pay costs in the fixed fee
matter and also that the
Claimant had requested the
return of his files in the CFa
matter, which was later

Danielle Best
treated by the solicitors as a
request to terminate the
CFa. it was held that the
solicitors were wrong to take
this stance and that in
refusing to act further, they
had terminated the CFa
without good cause or on
reasonable notice and were
not entitled to be paid for
the work.
The solicitors were also
ordered to pay the
Claimant’s costs in the sum
of £21,000. This case should
serve as a warning to those
who wish to terminate a
CFa, or any other fee
arrangement with a client, to
only seek to do so in
circumstances where they
are entitled to do so and to
comply with agreed terms
and conditions in relation to
termination, notice and
information to be provided
to the client.
Disciplinary decisions
Dishonesty
a legal executive with 30
years’ experienced who
dishonestly attested to
witnessing the signature of a
transfer document has been
struck-off and ordered to
pay costs of £300. in 2019,
the executive acted for two
clients on the sale of their
property. The clients signed
the transfer document in the
absence of the fee earner and
it was not until after the sale

Regulation Update

had completed that the legal
executive realised her clients’
signatures had not been
witnessed. The legal
executive then signed the
document indicating that
she had witnessed it being
signed, and filed it at the
land Registry. she admitted
signing the document as a
witness and that she had
acted dishonestly. it was
submitted that this was an
isolated incident in her 30
years of practice and that she
had exercised poor
judgment. The sRa imposed
a section 43 order and
ordered her to pay £300 in
costs.
in another case involving
dishonesty, a solicitor who
told his prospective
employer during two
interviews that he was
presently employed by
another firm and required to
serve a month’s notice, when
he had been dismissed for

gross misconduct six months
earlier, was suspended
indefinitely and ordered to
pay £15,000 in costs.
The solicitor submitted that
he had misunderstood that
relevant question at the
interviews to be concerning
notice periods generally
and/or when he could start
at the firm. The tribunal
considered it plausible that
the solicitor had forgotten to
update his CV prior to his
application and as such he
was cleared of submitting a
misleading and inaccurate
CV. However, the
misleading statements
provided within the two
interviews led to a finding
that the solicitor had been
dishonest and lacking in
integrity.
it was noted by the tribunal
that the solicitor was
suffering from severe mental
health issues and a personal

had also shown remorse,
such that the risk of
reoffending was considered
to be low. it was noted that
the victim did not suffer any
injuries.

bereavement. Taking these
mitigating factors into
consideration, the solicitor
was spared from being
struck-off.
Solicitor rebuked following
police caution

The sRa considered that a
written rebuke was
appropriate because the
solicitor’s conduct was
reckless and a public
sanction was required to
uphold public confidence in
the profession. He also
agreed to pay £300 in
respect of costs of the sRa
investigation.

The sRa has rebuked a male
solicitor who received a
caution for assaulting a
female following an
argument at his home in
March 2019. The solicitor
admitted that his conduct
and subsequent caution
represented a failure to act
in a way that upholds public
trust and confidence in the
solicitors’ profession.

Danielle Best
Weightmans LLP

The sRa took into account
points made in mitigation; it
was an isolated incident and
out of character for the
solicitor who co-operated
with the police and promptly
complied with the terms of
his conditional caution. He
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News from Merseyside
Junior Lawyers Division
Following the government’s recent roadmap to ease lockdown
restrictions, the MJlD are hopeful that there is finally some light at
the end of the tunnel. Though with a sense of caution, we are
delighted to finally have some dates to work towards. The MJlD are
keen to push for more events both virtually and (potentially) in
person throughout the remaining calendar year which will
hopefully provide a platform for members to network and build
connections.
January saw the end of ‘dry January’ for many and also the end of
our Race around the World competition, with MJlD members
going head to head against a team from the liverpool law society
to see who can rack up the most miles throughout January. after a
great effort from both teams, we are pleased to announce that MJlD
came out as the champions with a total of 192.68 miles. a big well
done to everyone who took part and a special thanks to our social
representative adrian Davies (River View law) who led the
organisation of the event. all funds raised are to be donated to Go
the extra Mile for Justice, to provide funds for free legal advice
organisations that support vulnerable people throughout the UK.
all committee members have now had their first virtual meetings
with their mentees as part of a mentoring scheme offered by both
University of liverpool and University of law. The scheme is aimed
to assist those currently studying the lPC with job and/or training
contract applications and other support where needed. The scheme
also provides students with an insight as to what life really is like as
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a junior lawyer and what to expect when transitioning from their
studies to securing their first legal role. already the scheme has
proved a huge success and the committee can’t wait to continue
their role as mentors over the next 6 months.
Other events that took place in January include our first Diversity
and inclusion event on Unconscious Bias by emily Driver. This
event was a huge success and we are so grateful for emily for joining
us to discuss such an important topic. Chelsea Kearns (Chair) and
Thomas Hampson (Vice Chair) also took part in ‘Be insPiReD:
Virtual employer law Panel event with the career’s team at lJMU.
it was fantastic to see over 100 students virtually engaging with Q
and a’s about a career in law and the different paths to take.
looking further ahead, we are keen to start organising more social
events this year which hopefully will be able to take place in person
from July 2021 onwards, depending on the government’s updated
guidance. This includes the MJlD ball which is still provisionally
pencilled to take place in July 2021 and we have plans in motion to
make the ball bigger and better than what was originally planned.
We are also arranging virtual events to take place including a virtual
quiz and potentially a wine tasting/cocktail making zoom event.
To sign up for MJlD membership and for the chance to get
involved in the many exciting events we hope to hold this year,
please do so using the form available on our website:
www.merseysidejld.com

MJLD

Mental Health and Working from Home
it’s fair to say that the last year has been a strange one. Whilst we
have all been advised and ordered to stay away from one another
and lock ourselves away in isolation, life in law does not stop and
that is especially relevant for those who are in education and
those who are attempting to kick start their careers. That is why
we at the MJlD are doing our utmost to support students and
junior lawyers through these challenging times.
as one of the MJlD’s education Representatives, i am proud to
have coordinated the MJlD’s mentor scheme, where members of
the committee are assisting UOl and lJMU in supporting
students through these difficult times. My colleague and fellow
committee member lucy Parr is coordinating our ongoing court
shadowing scheme, which provides students with vital
experience. We held a virtual event in October with a speaker
from Chadwick Knot, which provided attendees with what to
expect in applying for jobs from the perspective of a recruiter. We
are hoping to hold our next education event in mid to late March
which will focus on training contract interviews. if this is of
interest, please keep an eye on the social feeds of the MJlD
nearer to the time. i also just wanted to say a quick thank you to
erin Watkinson (Brodie Jackson Canter) and Matt Kayoka (irwin
Mitchell) whom are both members of the MJlD education
subcommittee for their hard work and commitment so far this
year.
it has been a difficult year for all and one which has meant legal
professionals have quickly had to adapt to what is the “new
normal”. Personally, i have worked from home almost exclusively
since the restrictions first came into force in March of last year. i
am pleased to work for a firm who have allowed this and this has
assisted me in keeping myself and my family safe. However, this
has brought its own challenges and being stuck at home for such
extended periods of time has taken a toll on my mental health. i
have struggled with anxiety and depression over the years and by
putting a number of steps in place, i have been able to come out
of it a stronger person, but the last year has been a big change.
Falling out of my routine, being starved of social interaction and
feeling like i am constantly staring at the same four walls has
caused some issues to reappear.
This will be common amongst legal professionals who are stuck
at home. a recent study of UK sMe employers showed that 47%
of those asked told them that their mental health had been
negatively impacted by working from home. interestingly, a
report published by the national Bureau of economic Research
showed that people are spending 48.5 minutes more at their desk
each day, translating as over 4 extra working hours a week. it is
understandable that this has happened in light of no longer
having to commute, whilst the pressures on chargeable hours and
revenue targets are perhaps bigger than ever given the uneasy
economic situation.
i want to talk about some of the things i have been doing over
the last few months. These things are of course specific to me and
may not work for everyone, but if you are struggling, i encourage
you to give them a try.
- stay in touch and check in with your colleagues. it is so easy to
fall away and feel disconnected from your team. Whilst Zoom
calls aren’t for everyone, keeping in touch via text and group
chats is a simple way to keep involved and give our brains some
of the interaction we need. When i have an issue or need to ask a
question to a colleague, i often just give them a call. The chances
are that they would appreciate a quick chat and being asked how
they are just as much as you would.

Matthew Chorley
- at the time of writing, government restrictions allow one
outdoor exercise per day. i ensure i get out of the house for this
exercise, whether that be for a run, a bike ride or simply going for
a walk in the park.
- sticking to a routine. i initially found this to be difficult and
found myself eating and sleeping at strange times. now, i do my
best to get up and go to bed at the same time, schedule in my
exercise, eating at specific times and keeping my work hours to
what they should be.
- Try something new. i have recently taken up yoga which i have
found to be very beneficial to my mental health. This has given
me something to focus on outside of work. My next plan is to
learn to play piano.
- Keep your work and personal space separate. i know how
tempting it can be to turn your laptop on first thing of a cold
morning and to tuck yourself back into bed to keep warm. i find
i am able to focus when i stick to my desk, allowing me to be
more productive and therefore able to log off on time.
There is lots of support out there and available if you are still
struggling. Your first point of call should be your line manager
and they may be able to assist. Many work places have mental
health first aiders on hand and there is no shame in asking for
support. externally, there are charities such as lawCare. lawCare
specialise in supporting anyone in the legal community
experiencing mental health and wellbeing problems. They have
lots of information on their website and they also have a helpline
and live chat support system, which can be found in the link
below.
https://www.lawcare.org.uk/information-and-support.
The vaccine rollout is now in full flow and we hope we will start
to see the light at the end of the tunnel soon. We are very much
looking forward to running attended events when the time
comes! if you would like to get involved in anything Merseyside
Junior lawyer Division related, please contact me at
matthew.chorley@weightmans.com and i will be happy to assist.
Matthew Chorley (Weightmans LLP)
MJLD Education Representative

Volunteering & Mersey Maracycle

Mentors required for the Hive Youth Zone
The Hive Youth Zone are looking for mentors to help volunteer
to make a difference to someone’s life. Mentors are needed
particularly at this challenging time.

This opportunity is not only a personally rewarding one, but it is
a great way to enhance your skill set, explore new career options
and improve employability.

What is involved?

if you are interested in this opportunity, please contact sandra on
sandra.platt@thehiveyouthzone.org for an application form and
further information. alternatively, please ring 07841 017794 for
an informal chat with sandra.

The Mentoring Program at The Hive Youth Zone provides
mentor support for vulnerable and at-risk children and young
people, aged between 8 and 19 years old (up to 25 with additional
needs and disabilities). The mentoring program helps the
child/young person to increase confidence, build their selfesteem and supports them to make positive choices through 1:1
support, befriending and fun activities.
Mentors must be age 21 years or older and be able to commit to
meet with a young person for 1-2 hours per week for 6-12
months’ dependent on the commitment you can give.
experience is not always necessary (we mostly need committed
and reliable people) as full training will be given to all mentors
prior to being matched with a suitable young person. We match
you on your hobbies, personalities, and areas of interest,
following a complete DBs check/2 references and completion of
our volunteer/safeguarding and mentoring training. You will have
access to our mentoring hub which you can access 24 hours a day
with suitable resources/training material and signposting
guidance.

Co-operation Ireland :
Mersey Maracycle 2021: 15 May
Dear Readers of liverpool law
You may recall in the December 2020 issue of liverpool law i
informed you of the above event: an inaugural Charity Bikeride
in support of the very worthy and deserving charity Cooperation
ireland (Cooperationireland.org).
sadly, and perhaps to no surprise, Covid has caused us to have to
postpone the date from 15 May until some time later in the year.
We are looking at september/October. i will advise you of a date
soon, but in the meantime, i hope we can count on your support
when the event takes place. Remember, it is an opportunity to
make use of all those bikes bought in the Cycling summer of
2020.
There will still be 2 routes : 100K and 50K, but starting at the
same point. i am sure one of them will suit you, and / or your
family, friends, neighbours, and other cycling contacts.
i will keep you updated on further news, but in the meantime if
you have anY questions (or indeed ideas), please contact me :
details below
i look forward to seeing you/meeting you in september or
October.
Kind regards to all.
Charlie Jones
Past President Liverpool Law Society 2008/2009.
07841671732
Charliecraigymor@gmail.com
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Charity Spotlight

Charity Spotlight
The Joseph Lappin Centre
The Joseph lappin Centre (JlC) is a community hub based Old
swan, providing holistic services within our local community and
surrounding neighbourhoods.
Opened in March 2013 and named in honour of a local young
man who was tragically killed in 2008, the innocent victim of
knife crime, denied the opportunity to achieve his own ambitions.
JlC aims to provide opportunities for residents of all ages to reach
their potential, fulfil their ambitions and enjoy life. JlC is home to
several organisations including-Merseyside expanding Horizons,
Deaf active, Out of This World nursery, Priority Youth Team and
slimming World. We also have an onsite café which we are
currently refurbishing, with plans to create training opportunities
for aspiring chefs and those seeking a career in hospitality, family
cookery programmes all whilst still providing a community café
for local residents. We are also home to the Duke of lancaster
Detachment-the army cadet section that Joseph was part of for
several years. JlC is a regular meeting place for numerous other
organisations, all of whom offer help, advice and training, for
people at different stages in their lives.
a flavour of the services we deliver include: youth provision, a
variety of fitness activities for all ages, 3G astro pitch,
employment and Business start- Up advice, adult education and
Cookery programmes.
This year has been particularly hard as the majority of our income
comes from office rental and that generated through room/hall
and pitch hire, which has been severely affected by the Covid-19
pandemic.
We have continued to strive to ensure we are able to serve our
community at a time when many are facing unemployment,
furlough and struggling to feed themselves and their families.
Throughout the pandemic we have delivered hampers to
doorsteps of those shielding or vulnerable and from september
we now offer a social supermarket. This enables residents to
register with us and they can visit once a week to select 10 items
for £3.50, these include fresh meats, fruit, vegetables, dairy, frozen

foods, tined and dried goods plus toiletries, household cleaning
products and pet food. This has been possible through various
funding pots from local Old swan ward councillors, steve Morgan
Foundation, The national lottery and donations of cash and
goods. We could not deliver this project without our fantastic
team of volunteers who give have given up their time since april
and continue to support us. Moving forward we anticipate there
will be a long term need for this service and hope that financial
support continues to be available to enable us to meet this need.
When registering for our Food Club we also capture other
information to ascertain if we can help in other ways, for eg. help
to secure employment-CV writing, job search, interview
techniques- confidence building, training opportunities, social
isolation, volunteering. We have recently become a Youth Hubachieve@Joseph lappin, partnering with the Dept of Works &
Pensions to provide targeted support to young people aged 16-25
years old. We are also partnering with The Women’s Organisation
to deliver another esF employability programme called
Directions, aimed at those 18-65 years old.
although all our cohesion events have been cancelled, we still
tried to assist were we can and at Christmas we provided over 70
Christmas eve boxes ( including pyjamas, bubble bath sets,
selection boxes, books, hot chocolate cones and reindeer food) to
children and teenagers, provided Christmas dinner hampers to
struggling residents and as throughout the whole year we worked
with Baytree Catering CiC, to provide freshly cooked meals for
residents who would otherwise have gone without.
Despite all the challenges we face, we will continue to work with
our volunteers, partners and our residents to improve the lives of
our local community.
Kate McCormick
JLC Manager
Tel: 07427269616
www.thejosephlappincentre.com/
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Social Media

February Social Media Highlights
Each month we will be bringing you a selection of the latest social media
posts by Liverpool Law Society and its members
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